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**Abstract**— In the literature, mostly, pre-failure behaviour of the intact rock in static and rarely in cyclic loading is reported. In various earlier publications on the subject by the authors, pre-failure fatigue behaviour of intact rock is discussed. The post-failure behaviour of the intact rock in the laboratory is still a topic of hard discussion and of debate. Many researcher’s of the opinion that post-failure behaviour of the intact rock is not of that rock under testing but it is simply of servo-controlled testing machines. However, in the present paper, post-failure fatigue behaviour of intact sandstone rock obtained from the rock burst prone coal mines in Ostrava-Karvina region in the Czech Republic subjected to uni-axial cyclical loading is discussed. From the presented results, the importance of post-failure behaviour in mine pillar and support design is emphasized. This study has practical significance to the behaviour of rock and rock masses within the excavation systems subjected to dynamic cyclic loads, since tested rocks were from the rock burst prone coal mines from the Ostrava-Karvina Coal Basin in the Czech Republic.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Pillar stability along with support requirement in coal as well as in hard rock mines is a subject of interest since long. Over the years quite notable research is being carried out and reported in the literature. The ultimate aim of all these research studies is to achieve safe mining environment with better ground control. It also helps with improved production and productivity with improved safety of the men and machineries implied in mining excavation practices. Safety in mines all over the world till today is of a great concern despite of all these good efforts. Due to deeper mines and complex geological structure, pillar stability is of a great concern since pillar failures are being frequently reported all over the world even after good developments in modern support system.

In India also, few cases of major roof fall in longwall, bord and pillar coal mining roadways and depillaring faces are reported [1, 2]. Reference [1] have cited the field experience of already extracted longwall panels at the Balrampur mine of SECL where a fall of considerable extent is reported when the longwall face is advanced to 67 m. This loading caused extensive damage to the powered supports installed at the face and subsidence is observed on the surface. Reference [2] has cited the depillaring of the seam induced roof failure at roadway junctions in the bottom section near the goaf edge during a major roof fall. In this particular case, superimposed development is made along the floor to full height extraction of a thick coal seam in a single lift by the blasting gallery (BG) method. According to him, the presence of strong and massive overlying roof strata caused high mining induced stress over the pillars facing the goaf line during the depillaring and ultimately, the pillar extraction caused collapse ahead of the face. From the above cited few failed cases, it seems pillar design and its stability during actual mining is a complicated issue and also paramount subject in mining related to the safety, rock mechanics and ground control point of view. Since, in an underground pillar design, determining actual stress acting over the pillars is a very difficult task.

At the present, mostly, tributary area theory, numerical modelling and neural networks methods combined with other empirical and mathematical approaches are being generally used to determine pillar stress. Recently, [3] studied the stress-strain behaviour of coal pillars using a three-dimensional finite element based numerical study. Besides the numerical modelling, statistical and analytical methods, the probabilistic methods, rock mass classification approaches and artificial intelligence based or their hybrids methods have been applied successfully in designing pillars in the case of coal or hard rock mines. Also [4] recently investigated the suitability of different supervised learning (SL) algorithms for the prediction of pillar stability (PS) in underground engineering. They have considered total of 251 pillar cases between 1972 and 2011 including stable and failed one available from the reported data sources in their study. The main objective of their study was to compare different classification techniques for PS detection in hard rock mines. Mainly six data features were used in their analysis namely: pillar width, pillar height, the ratio of pillar width to its height, uni-axial compressive strength of the rock, pillar strength and pillar stress. Mine structures are subjected to non-uniform stress distribution, some in pre-failure condition, others in post-failure condition, and some
in both [5]. Therefore, according to him, modelling mine structure stability must consider the complete stress-strain curve of individual rock materials. He is of the firm view that ground control deals with structures mostly in the post-failure region and there is the need of the further advanced research in this area.

Over the years, various researchers from their own field experiences, obtained instrumentation data from the field during actual mining operation, from the laboratory testing in static, quasi-static as well as dynamic/cyclic testing with different strain rates, even post-peak failure behaviour studies in the laboratory as well as in-situ including other methods tried to provide pillar design concepts and ideas. With the help of all these research tools, various empirical approaches by different researchers have been proposed for pillar design and been applied in practice according to their suitability and as per the individual convenience. More often than not, these methods are questionable because pillar failures did occur even though the failed pillars had been considered stable i.e. safety factor (SF)>1 [4]. According to them, empirical methods are based on interpretation of available data source and it is therefore difficult to generalise the obtained results beyond the scope of the original site characteristics. Keeping this in view, a long back particularly for Indian coal mining conditions, Sheorey and his research team [6-11] came out with Indian Coal Mining RMR. Also, suggested empirical formula’s to design pillar and support requirement. They have included large numbers of stable as well as failed cases of coal mining pillar from India to develop pillar strength estimation empirical formulae which is being used largely not only in India but elsewhere too.

Based on the studies conducted by the author itself on rock burst prone coal measure rocks from Ostarva-Karvina coalfield in the Czech Republic in the laboratory subjected to cyclic loading in uni-axial compression and observation made have been discussed here. For more details related to testing equipment, testing scheme followed, rock types tested and data interpretation methodology followed, kindly refer to the various publications of the authors [12-16]. The experience gained through these tests and based on the available data source from the reported literature, the comparison of failure mode observed in the case of insitu pillar in mine with that post-failure behaviour in the laboratory is discussed and presented herewith. Also, the possible application of the observed post-peak failure behaviour of intact rock in the laboratory in designing the insitu mine pillar and support estimation is discussed. The basic purpose of this paper is achieving safe mining environment in the case of difficult mining conditions.

II. POST-PeAK BEHAVIOUR OF ROCK

With the development of stiff testing machines in the 1960s and 1970s, it is now possible to obtain information about the post-peak failure state parameters of rocks especially highly brittle in nature. Rock testing with these testing machines enable us the complete stress-strain curves under compression. Now, it is possible us to process and use the previously unknown information on the behaviour of rocks under compression at the post-peak failure state [17].

For some rock engineering problems, properties related to the post-peak state part of the stress-strain behaviour are important. While, comparing the case of in situ with that in the lab testing [18] of the opinion that the high stresses that can lead to the material entering the post-peak region either occur directly, as a result of excavation, or indirectly at the corners and edges of rock blocks which have been disturbed by the process of excavation. While, [19] emphasised the need towards estimation of the strength and deformability characteristics of rock masses for the analysis of underground excavations. The formation of plastic or post-failure state regions around underground structures is sometimes unavoidable; design procedures and supporting systems are then to be modified considering the existence of these regions. In mining applications, the safe and optimum design of supporting pillars is not only based on the peak pillar strength, but also on the post-failure behaviour, particularly in coal mining and the mining of valuable ores in deep underground mines. Parameters related to the post-failure portion of the complete stress-strain behaviour play a major role in such design efforts [17]. The best approach for the estimation of parameters related to the post-failure part of the stress-strain behaviour of supporting pillar elements is to conduct large-scale in-situ compression tests on such pillars [3].

The brittle fracture of rocks is the most studied process in rock mechanics, and in particular, the post-peak behaviour of rocks is one of the key issues in rock mechanics. The complete stress–strain curves for various rocks using a stiff testing machine was first obtained successfully [20] and classified rock mechanical behaviour under uni-axial compression in to Class I and Class II. As shown in Fig. 1, for Class I behaviour, axial strain remains stable even though the axial stress exceeds the peak strength, and the stress–strain curve monotonically increases in axial strain. On the other hand, for Class II behaviour, the rock deformation suddenly becomes uncontrolled when the axial stress exceeds the peak strength, and the curve does not monotonically increase in axial strain. Recently, servo-controlled testing machines are commonly used, and various experimental values have been selected as the feedback signal. For more detailed literature on the subject, kindly refer to [21] recent publication. Additionally, very good articles and first of its kind on the subject related to the post-peak behaviour studies on rock includes [20] and [22] including others [23-24] on the subject matter. The recently developed servo-controlled testing machines and various other kind of testing methods available permit the failure behaviour of rock in detail in pre- and post-region. However, at the present, there are still difficulties to obtain complete stress–strain curve of brittle rocks in laboratory experiments, and Class II post-peak behaviour has not been sufficiently clarified. Also, there is still controversy surrounding post-peak failure behaviour of the rock in the laboratory. Some of the researcher’s are of the opinion that post-peak behaviour of the intact rock in the laboratory is not an intrinsic material property but it is related to the
machine behaviour. However, it is seen that post-peak behaviour of the intact rock does give some sort of indication the rock will behave after attaining peak strength or failure and have been applied successfully by various researchers in defining failure behaviour of the intact rock from the laboratory testing. Few of these notable studies also tried to apply their findings to the field problems mainly insitu pillar behaviour in coal and hard rock mines, understanding rock burst problems in coal and hard rock mines and their mitigation, and determination of in-situ stress including other applications related to the strata control and rock mechanics.

Fig. 1. Representative figure for stress–strain curves of Class I and Class II behaviour of rock failure under uniaxial compression [21].

Understanding the dynamic material responses of rocks is critical in a variety of rock engineering and geophysical applications (underground excavation, quarrying, drilling, bumps, rock-bursts, seismic events, rock blasts, rock crushing, earthquakes, projectile penetration etc). However, as yet no recommended methods have been suggested by the International Society of Rock Mechanics (ISRM) to provide guidance for dynamic tests. The dynamic testing results obtained with different method and instrumentation are so scattered that cross-referencing of others’ results is almost impossible [25]. According to him, thus, it is necessary for the rock mechanics community to develop reliable dynamic testing methods. To test the dynamic mechanical properties or post-failure behaviour of rocks, one needs a reliable testing device. For testing rocks under high strain rates from $10^2$ to $10^3$ s$^{-1}$, the Split Hopkinson Pressure Bar (SHPB) is an ideal choice. Unlike ductile metals, brittle materials have small failure strains ($< 0.2\%$) and hence, if the loading is too fast, as in conventional SHPB test, the specimen may fail in a non-uniform manner. To achieve accurate measurements in SHPB tests, one has to make sure that the specimen is experiencing an approximately equilibrium stress state (dynamic stress equilibrium or dynamic force balance). Because it takes 3-4 rounds for the stress wave travelling in the specimen to achieve such an equilibrium state, the dynamic loading should be slow and of appropriately long duration. The pulse shaping technique was proposed to slow down the loading rate and thus to minimise the so-called inertial effect associated with the stress wave loading [25].

The 3-S method (Special Shaped Striker), including the half-sine wave conception, special shape striker design, test applications is introduced by [26]. They have improved SHPB for conducting rock mechanics research serving deep underground projects. From the reported literature, it is found that for rock material, its dynamic strength increases with strain rate following an exponential law. The static strength of rock with a strain rate of $10^5$ – $10^6$ s$^{-1}$ can be obtained with hydro-servo controlled machines. For rock tests with loading rates of $10^2$–$10^3$/s, various pneumatic driven machines were invented [27]. For higher strain rates exceeding $10^3$/s, gas guns have been successfully deployed to measure the response of rocks. However, for an intermediate loading rate of $10^2$-$10^3$/s, which is common in many rock mechanics processes, there is a scarcity of experimental equipments and available data for reference [26]. With the large diameter SHPB, the intermediate loading rate was obtained successfully. While, with the half-sine wave by the 3-S method for a large diameter SHPB, many rock experiments at intermediate loading rates were conducted and studies were reported [28].

III. RESIDUAL STRENGTH OF INTACT ROCK

The broken zone extension around an underground opening depends on the strength parameters of the rock. Also, the compressive strength of the rock material is an influential parameter in estimating the thickness of the broken zone (rock-load height) and support pressure is taken into account. In solving closed-form solutions for underground openings, the residual strength parameter in accordance with the post failure behaviour of the rock is considered. The extension of the broken zone relies on the residual value of the intact rock strength is also substantiated by many notable authors [29]. The effect of the compressive strength of a rock material in the form of the residual value must be included because it loses its initial value due to stress relief or an increase in the strain. A stress reduction scale is suggested by [29] as:

$$
\sigma_{cr} = S_r \cdot \sigma_{ci}
$$

where, $S_r$ is the strength loss parameter that quantifies the jump in strength from the intact state ($\sigma_{ci}$) to the residual condition ($\sigma_{cr}$). It explains the brittleness of the rock material: ductile, softening, or brittle. By definition, $S_r$ will fall within the range $0 < S_r < 1$, where $S_r = 1$ implies no loss of strength and the rock material is ductile, or perfectly plastic. In contrast, if $S_r$ tends to 0, the rock is brittle (elastic-brittle plastic) with the minimum possible value for the residual strength as highlighted in Fig. 2. As a first guess in proposed support pressure equation by [29], $S_r = 1$ is taken into account for the poor and very poor rock masses with GSI $< 27$ because their post-failure behaviour is perfectly-plastic. While, they have suggested for average and good quality rock masses, the exact value of the residual strength for the intact rock can be determined from stress-strain response of the rock in the laboratory tests. However, again conducting and obtaining such complicated tests is costly and time consuming affair. Also, such testing facility is not
so easily available in most of the research and educational technical institution yet, and then leaves aside mining companies or operator’s.

Fig. 2. Different post-peak strength models of rocks [29]

IV. APPLICATION OF POST-PeAK BEHAVIOUR OF THE ROCK

Knowledge of the post-failure behaviour of pillars is becoming more important as the depth of mines increasing. The mine design process must include calculations of pillar failure, but the post-failure stress–strain relationship is often unknown. [30] has described the post failure stress–strain relationship for rock fill-confined pillars in the Buick Mine with estimation of rock mass modulus, uniaxial compressive strength, and residual strength etc. They have used data from the calibrated model to show a strain-hardening stress-versus-strain relationship. This knowledge is very critical for the design of mines that uses partially failed pillars to carry overburden load. In Fig. 3, view of a pillar that had undergone severe scaling over time is shown. The original pillar edges can still be seen in the marks on the roof.

According to [31], because these pillars tend to be small by virtue of the shallow depth, there are limited options when designing the sequence of cuts and also the sizes of the remnants (snooks) that are to be left in situ. Snooks very often have to be left as protection during the actual process of mining a pillar. They, therefore, have to be large enough to remain stable while there are still unmined pillars close to them, but they have to be small enough to fail once mining has progressed i.e. depillaring in the case of bord and pillar coal mining and or retreat mining with caving. Fig. 4 shows the failure took place of the intact sandstone rock specimen in uni-axial compression testing. The crack pattern (failure mode) of compressive specimens is influenced by this lateral restrain stress because it results in tri-axial compressive stress states at the end regions, which may delay or prevent strain localization and formation of macro cracks. Therefore, when plain steel loading platens are used for testing for a short specimen, an hour-glass-type failure as shown in Fig. 4 is usually obtained (not necessarily always). According to their findings [32] on concrete they were of the opinion that this type of failure mode cannot be used to characterize compressive failure of concrete. In simple terms in uni-axial compressive testing such type of failure mode is unacceptable and will not help to characterise the behaviour of the material. However, in coal mines such type of failure in insitu coal pillars are mostly observed when subjected to severe dynamic loading in the case of depillaring and or retreat mining with caving. It is also highly welcomed or accepted one since it will take care of load coming and will not fail violently or abruptly causing damage to the men and machinery at work. It will also provide sufficient indication and time gap and one can continue to work upon until situation permits. In such cases, typical stress-strain curve as shown in Fig. 5 is obtained in the laboratory testing on the rocks. Another reason for the strength increase with loading frequency in this case might be that the load increases so rapidly that there is no time for flaws or cracks to nucleate or propagate. These type of post-peak failure behaviour showing residual strength of the rock is corresponds to Class I behaviour as explained earlier in Fig. 1. In this type of rock behaviour the value of $S_r$ is suggested at 1 to be used in equation (1) as provided by [29].

Sometimes, the presence of strong and massive overlying roof strata generate high mining induced stress over the pillars facing the goaf line during depillaring. If such situation arises, on many occasions the pillar extraction has caused collapse behind the face line in the case of retreat mining called as “over-riding”. This situation is unwarranted in mining environment; since good quality coal or ore is lost and even sometimes men and machineries are get trapped causing significant financial losses to the operators. And even on few occasions mining needs to be suspended in such area which will again loose whole panel/stope with blocked coal/ore to be extracted. This will again raise the serious issue of safety and health hazard due to the proneness to fire and or spontaneous heating in the
case of coal and subsequently causing subsidence on the surface.

As shown in Fig. 6, shear and violent failure is observed in siltstone rock specimen when subjected to cyclic uniaxial loading in the laboratory. It is also observed on few occasions that broken pieces of the failed specimen are thrown out of the specimen basement at high speed and energy. This type of failure suggests sudden, violent and brittle type of failure of the rock specimen. Such rock types when subjected to severe loading condition in-situ expected to fail abruptly, suddenly and violently without giving any indication and time to retreat, causing much damage to the mine workings, men and machinery. In the laboratory, when such rocks are tested in servo-controlled testing machine failed to produce post-peak behaviour of the rock after its failure as shown in Fig. 7. Typical stress-strain curve showing sudden and violent failure (Class II behaviour) with no residual strength of sandstone rock subjected to uniaxial cyclical loading is shown in this figure.

This type of rock failure suggests Class II behaviour as explained earlier in Fig. 1. Though in this case obtained uniaxial compressive strength is at around 130 MPa and at higher side when compared to 110 MPa as shown in Fig. 5, however, failed in violent mode with no residual strength and since Sr value should be considered at 0 or < 0.5 to be used in equation (1) as provided by [29]. If we use simply uni-axial compressive strength in RMR or pillar strength formulae’s, then, it will overestimate the RMR value and pillar strength and thus will under-estimate the support requirement as well as overestimate safety factor in the case of pillar designing. Since, estimated support may be probably insufficient and may lead to the catastrophic failure in such type of rocks. One should be careful while dealing with this type of rocks and due consideration should be given to post–peak behaviour of the rock in such cases, while designing initially pillar or support estimation etc.

It shall be noted here that rock-bursts are common to underground mines, particularly those operating at a deeper depth with brittle rock environment. A practical definition of rock-burst is that it is a violent and sudden failure of a finite rock mass volume into an underground excavation; such failure is violent enough to hamper mining activity and it registers as a seismic event. Rock-bursts are usually associated with more brittle rocks types, regionally scaled planes of weakness, and high stress concentration. The distribution of stresses, properties, and structure of the rock mass are important information for the determination of the process leading to rock-burst. Strain-bursts are considered to be one of three types of rock-burst phenomena, the others being mine pillar bursts and fault-slip bursts [33]. The strain-burst mechanism is primarily caused by high-stress concentration at the edge of a mine opening. Pre-cursor events occur as small slivers of forcefully ejected rock to complete wall fragmentation and displacement imposed to developments drifts, stopes, and shaft floors during shaft sinking. Thin plates break off roughly parallel to, and following the curvature of the free face. Although strain-bursts occur in massive, relatively continuous rock, jointed rock could also suffer from the imposition of high stresses hence causing spalling features at the surface.
of mine openings is dictated by a biaxial stress/loading condition. [34] have reported the series of results of biaxial compression tests carried out on 100 mm cubic norite rock samples, under different horizontal-to-vertical stress ratios. According to their findings, the biaxial compressive strength is considerably higher than the uni-axial one. It is also found that the norite sample

![Typical Stress-Strain Curve (f = 1Hz and A = 0.1mm)](image)

Fig. 7. Typical stress-strain curve showing sudden and violent failure (Class II behaviour) with no residual strength of sandstone rock subjected to uniaxial cyclical loading (f=1 Hz, A=0.1 mm, \(\sigma_{cr}=130\) MPa, \(S_r=0\) or \(<0.5\), since \(\sigma_{cr}=65\) MPa when considered \(S_r=0.5\) )

behaviour under biaxial loading mirrors field behaviour where shearing and progressive spalling of the boundary are observed prior to strain-bursting. The failure is initiated by rock spalling at the sample free faces i.e. in the plane of biaxial loading. Ultimately, it is the out-of-plane shear failure mechanism that causes the sample to collapse. Shear failure takes place violently and abruptly and is accompanied by considerable audible noise. As shown in Fig. 6 and 7, failures observed were in shear and violent type. And thus suggest rock prone to the rock-burst and brittle type failure and one need to be careful while dealing with such types of rock.

V. DISCUSSION

According to [5], failure initiation in rock strata around mine structures does not necessarily lead to final collapse. He is of the view that in most of the cases, failures or fractures either stabilize after the initial failure or propagate over time before the final collapse. Frequently, the failure or fracture stops after propagation for some length of time or distance. Also, he has put two queries forward to the rock mechanics community: How can we tell the difference between a stable failure and an unstable one? Are there stable shapes of roof fall cavity or gob caving? Answer to these questions is lies in his own concluding remarks: Despite the great progress of the last three decades, further research, especially in the fundamental aspect, is absolutely necessary in nearly every subject area if ground control is to continue solving the problems of daily mining operations.

From the laboratory studies related to failure it is said that the process of fracture and failure involves crack initiation or extension of pre-existing cracks and their propagation. At first a stable propagation takes place, which in the presence of continuing load, changes to unstable fracture propagation and finally, to failure (see Fig. 8). The third stage of stress-strain diagram consists of a non-linear elasto-plastic relationship. Strain hardening takes place in this range. Slope of the line is decreases continuously, and the seismic activity is increases exponentially until failure. The overall fracture and failure is said to be brittle when a significantly low level strain is developed until the ultimate stress with little or no plasticity. Ductile failure is associated with considerable amount of plasticity between yield stress and ultimate stress. The example of dynamic energy phenomena due to micro-cracks, heat generated or due to strain hardening is shown in Fig. 8. From the figure, it can be observed that energy is recovered once the micro-cracks are closed and it suggests that rock has a memory, as already reported through acoustic emission studies. Also, it supports the proposition made by [5] as stated in the above regarding failure initiation observed in rock strata.

![Dynamic energy vs. Time plot illustrating energy loss phenomena](image)

Fig. 8. Dynamic energy vs. Time plot illustrating energy loss phenomena [15]

The breakage energy associated with any comminution process can be explained by two approaches: stress or energy based. The stress approach is used to explain the strength of the rock or material on macroscopic scale such as compressive, shear or tensile strength. The fracture or the strength depends on many factors, such as macro- and micro-structure of the material, amplitude and rate of stress, and the method of stress application. Due to an inability to uniquely quantify the strength of a heterogeneous and anisotropic material, stress and energy criteria are often lumped together [33].

The energy approach is also a macroscopic scale of representing fracture strength but it takes into account the crack size present in the material (the Griffith theory). With the knowledge of the strain energy (energy absorbed under stress application) and the surface energy (work done in creating unit surface area), the minimum work required in a
compressive strength in Indian Coal Mining RMR and pillar

And it is necessary to identify such type of rocks, so that in initial designing of pillar or support system due consideration should be given. Post-failure behaviour of the rock is certainly helps in identifying this type of rocks.

As a first step, in proposed approach on the residual strength of the rock based on the post-failure behaviour, it is suggested to replace compressive strength with residual compressive strength in Indian Coal Mining RMR and pillar designing empirical formulae’s. As suggested by [29] stress reduction scale may be considered as given in equation (1). The value of $S_r=1$ may be taken into account for the poor and very poor rock masses with RMR <40, because their post-failure behaviour is assumed to be perfectly-plastic. For average and good quality rock masses, on the other hand, the exact value of the residual strength for the intact rock can be determined from stress-strain response of rock in the laboratory tests, so the value of $S_r$ can readily be obtained.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

After almost more than 25 years of use throughout the India in coal mining, the record of Indian Coal Mining RMR systems as well as empirical formulae’s proposed to design pillar strength and support estimation in geological and engineering practice speaks for itself. This system have become entrenched as the most effective empirical design tools for determination of rock mass quality, estimating rock mass properties, pillar strength and mining support measures etc. However, it is prudent to use to apply this classification in the letter and spirit for which they were developed, and to learn from corroborative case histories. In the present paper, an approach based on post-peak behaviour of the rock to be considered while designing mine pillar and or support system is presented. On the line of [29] stress reduction scale is suggested and same shall be replaced with uni-axial compressive strength used presently in Indian Coal Mining RMR. It is expected that application of the proposed approach will certainly help in the better spirit of mining industry in achieving cent percent safety in mine working environment.

Let us conclude with this applicable wisdom: “It is not the things you don’t know that get you into troubles. It is the things you think you know for sure.” (Attributed to Sir Winston Churchill). “When you can measure what you are speaking about, and express it in numbers, you know something about it, but when you cannot express it in numbers, your knowledge is of a meagre and unsatisfactory kind.” Lord Kelvin (1824-1907) (re-quoted from [42]).
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